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In the wake of the wave Appeared on tollie labels. Twist and Shout Hit Road earned a Grammy Award nomination for Album of the Year. Courtesy Apple John Lennon wrote come together initially inspired by Timothy Leary's ill-run for California governor against Ronald Reagan. Many speculate that the song also
mentions the turmoil within the Beatles and paints character paintings of each member. The song has strong blues and rock effects. It was released in October 1969 as a Double One side single with some to help promote the album Abbey Road. Come Together peaked at #1 in the US and #4 in the UK. Rock band
Aerosmith withdrew the song in pop top 40 in the US in 1978 with its recordings from the soundtrack of the film Sgt. Pepper's Lonely Hearts Club Band. Courtesy Apple Let It Be The Final Single Released by the Beatles before Paul McCartney's group exit was announced. Paul McCartney says he wrote a dream-inspired
song about his mother during a tense recording session for the group. The version of the recording used for the single includes Linda McCartney among the supporting vocalists. Having it two was officially released as a single in the US and UK in March 1970. It was the highest debut yet on the U.S. pop chart opening in
#6. Eventually, it hit #1 in the U.S. and #2 in the UK. Let's make it happen earned a Grammy Award nomination for Record of the Year. Years.
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